Monday 30 January 1400-1730 Hours – **Dependability Track – Sponsor RTES Forum**
1400-1530 Dependable Embedded Operating Systems (DEOS)/Open Systems Dependability --
A Unique Approach for Huge/Complex Software Dependability -- Dr Mario Tokoro - President .
Sony R&D/Dr Yutaka Matsuno - University of Tokyo, Introduction Jack Fujieda - The Open .
Group/ReGIIS (TBC)
1530-1600 Break
1600-1730 DEOS/Open Systems Dependability Panel Discussion – Dr Tokoro, Dr Matsuno,
Dr Yamamoto – Nagoya University, Jack Fujieda, Ed Roberts - Elparazim –
Moderator Dave Lounsbury – CTO, The Open Group (TBC)

Tuesday 31 January 1100-1730 Hours -- **Dependability Track – Sponsor RTES Forum**
1100-1145 View of RTES Forum and Dependability - TBC
1145-1230 Overview of MilS and Dependability - TBC
1230-1400 Lunch
1400-1445 Assurance Cases: Motivations, Technologies, Development -- Ed Roberts – Elparazim
1445-1530 Assurance Cases/Templates/Patterns WG -- Dylan McNamee, Galois
1530-1600 Break
1600-1700 Policy Enforcement Using A MilS™ Architecture -- Dylan McNamee - Galois
1700-1800 Using MILS for Information Flow Control in an Safety Critical Environment - TBC

Wednesday 1 February 0900-1730 Hours – **RTES Forum Members Meeting**
0900-0930 TOGAF™ going forward – Dave Hornford (TBC) – Chair Architecture Forum
0930-1030 TOGAF™ to the Platform – Ed Roberts – Elparazim
1030-1100 Break
1100-1230 MilS™ Development Practices Working Group (MDP WG) -- Steve Kuehl – Raytheon
1230-1330 Lunch
1330-1730 MilS™ Architecture/Mils API Standards WGs Going Forward including Compositional
Certification, Independent C&A Scheme for COTS Components and Systems with International
Mutual Recognition -- Rance DeLong – LynuxWorks/Paul Chen – Wind River

Thursday 2 February 0900-1730 Hours – **RTES Forum Members Meeting**
0900-0945 Update EC Projects including Real-time, Dependability, MILS -- Scott Hansen - The Open Group
0945-1015 Safety Critical Java Specification Update -- Doug Locke - Doug Locke LLC
1015-1045 Break
1045-1230 TBA
1230-1330 Lunch
1330-1430 Architecting to the Edge -- Glen Logan - US Army
1430-1530 Component Competition Readiness Levels (CCRLs) -- Gerald Walles - US Navy (NAVAIR)
1530-1600 Break
1600-1730 RTES Forum Going Forward -- Joe Bergmann et al. - The Open Group

**This Draft Agenda is subject to updates.**

Note: TBC = Name To Be Confirmed
TBA = To be Announced

Current as of 13 November 2012 @2300 Hours GMT